Overview
This document provides descriptions and procedures for the quick installation of ENTIS.

ENTIS is a unique Tank Inventory Management System, powered by Experion® platform and connected by Experion® Elevate, flexible system architecture ensures faultless operation. The dedicated Communication Interface Unit, CIU 888, retrieves and processes data from field devices and systems, constantly scanning, calculating and monitoring. Reliable data is continuously provided to a wide range of applications to support operators with dedicated tasks in ENTIS. This allows them to operate the tank farm safely and efficiently.
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Contact
For service-related questions, contact:
Technical Assistance Centre
Phone: +1 800 423 9883 or +1 215 641 3610
E-mail: HFS-TAC-SUPPORT@honeywell.com

Documentation – Terminals HUB
To access complete documentation, including language variants, scan the QR code below using your smart phone/device or QR code scanner.
Go to the APP store for your free Smartphone QR scanner
Or you can follow the URL to access the ENTIS HUB page.
The ENTIS HUB page will contain direct links to open ENTIS product documentation.

URL Code